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‘An Injury to One is an Injury to All’
By Vickie Jordan, Chief Steward/Women’s Committee Chair
WHAT HAPPENS IN VEGAS
STAYS IN VEGAS……except for
the Human Rights Conference
we were so graciously able
to attend. The theme of the
conference was ‘An Injury to
One is an Injury to All’, we were
able to participate in many
of the workshops available to
absorb the full meaning of that
statement.
Bullying and Violence was
taught by Evelyne Matthews.
This workshop was interactive
as far as she would use Members
of the class to demonstrate what
shapes bullying can take. She
drove home the point that if we
see someone being bullied and
do nothing, we are, in theory,
being bullied too. We should all
be strong enough to stand up and
not allow bullying to happen!
Tired of Getting Screwed/
Paycheck Inequality was taught
by Ameenan McAuley. She
educated us on the financial
differences of men and women,

prime example was Starting
with 1998 to 2012 the study
showed that the average man
earned
$722,693.00
across
a 15 year period, while the
average woman earns only
$273,592.00. This represents a
career earnings gap for women
of $449,101.00. What would a
woman do with that much more
income and what would a man
do with that much less of an
income?
T.E.A.M. Together Everyone
Accomplishes More was taught
by Paris Walker. We learned
about Collaborative Leadership,
creating effective partnerships
and getting partners to the table.
One great example gleaned from
this workshop is to know what
different organizations can and
cannot do to help us. For example
a Corporation may not be able
to help a political campaign
supported by the Union while
wearing a company t-shirt
with their logo on it however

Participants discuss movement building and the
importance of working with CWA National Strategic
Partners, among other issues.

they may be able to support in
making phone calls etc…
Recognize Your Power as a
Leader was taught by Carmen
Berkley, AFL-CIO and Jessica
Pierce NAACP. This workshop
was
very
engaging
and
enlightening. We learned we all
have different leadership styles
and need to have all the different
styles to work together and be
successful. At times we will
need to get out of our comfort
zones and step into a different
role, as uncomfortable as it may
be, to get the project completed.
The
summaries
of
the
workshops are all very brief of
course more depth was explored
within the workshop. We will
be able to apply many of the
skills learned at the Conference
within our own Local and also
within our own lives. Thank you
all for sending us to the Human
Rights and Women’s Committee
Conference.

Claude Cummings, Jr., told delegates at the 2014
CWA Joint Human Rights Conference to continue
the good work of the conference at home, at their
Locals and affiliate organizations.

Local 6300 Civil Rights and Equity committee would like to thank
everyone for the opportunity to attend the Human Rights Conference,
and to all who made donations to our recent clothing drive.
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From The President’s Desk
“AT&T, C&E Techs Safety at Risk”
By Michael Mehringer, President

We were recently advised
of a new company policy for
Construction and Engineering
concerning Technicians driving
speeds. The new AT&T policy
states that you cannot travel
over 65 miles an hour driving a
company vehicle and you cannot
travel over 60 miles an hour if
the vehicle is towing a trailer.
We have been discussing this for
about two months; AT&T states
that their opinion is this will
reduce accidents. We believe that
this new policy can cause our
Members to be in more danger
of being involved in accidents or
causing the public to be put in
danger of having accidents. In
some cases slower is not always
safer. A few scenarios were
discussed in the meetings one of
which was on 2 lane highways
where the local traffic will drive
the posted speed limit of 65
miles an hour, this will could
cause unnecessary slowdown of
traffic which will cause drivers
to pass the company vehicles and
aggravate the public causing them
to be disenchanted with AT&T
to say the least. I am sure there
are hundreds of other scenarios
that we can come up with and
have trying to make our point.
I believe there are some bigger
issues to deal with, one example is
how transfers are being handled
and out of town assignment and
keeping our Members working.
That being said, we are all about
the safety of our Members; my
thought is if 60 or 65 miles per
hour is what the company feels
are safe speeds then wouldn’t 55
or 58 be even safer? The company
states that drive time will not
count against the technician
efficiency. So then let’s all is as
safe as we possibly can and slow
down. Most interstate highways
have a minimum of 45 miles per
hour, wouldn’t that be even safer.

One of the other issues we have in
another Department is that safety
is the individual’s responsibility
so in this scenario the Company
sends a Technician out of town
to another state during the worst
snow storm reported in 20 plus
years. On a snow and ice covered
highway and to their surprise
the Technician was involved in a
single vehicle accident because he
lost control and spun out and hit a
guardrail. The Company then put
the technician on discipline for the
accident, stating he was driving
too fast for the road conditions.
The Company never stated to him
what speed to travel at or what
speed would be safe they just sent
him out of town. On this same
day, there where Technicians
scheduled to return home from
out of town assignments, although
the Company felt it was unsafe for
them to travel the same highways
as the Technician being sent out
of town. This makes me think that
if we can hold them out of town for
safety reasons and not let them
return home to their families we
will do that. But if we can send
them out of town with no concern
for their safety because they need
to be there on that day no matter
the risk to their safety. Usually
driving safety policies are the
same throughout the Company
so we can guess this will be
coming for all Members who drive
company vehicles.
These types of incidents make
me believe that we are just a
number in these companies.
I know that AT&T is not the
only company that treats our
members this way. After seeing
what CenturyLink has offered
our brothers and sisters on their
contract you might think that
none of these corporate giants
care about the CWA Members
that have built them. Just makes
you wonder.
August 2014
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What You Need to Know About Occupational Diseases
By Michael C. Goldberg, Attorney

This month I thought I would
discuss a very important deadline
in regard to reporting a medical
condition like Carpal tunnel or
tendinitis. These type of conditions
are called occupational diseases.
They do not happen with a single
traumatic event but occur over time.
Sometimes they can be present for
months or years before they develop
to the point you would seek medical
care. Most of the time conditions
such as carpal tunnel come about
slowly and developed into a painful
condition that causes problems in the
performance of your job. I see many
of these type of claims with workers
who do assembly line type work or
who use a keyboard all day. Tennis
elbow is a condition that develops
often with individuals that use tools
throughout the day. Most people do
not know what the condition is and
just assume that it will get better over
time. However, due to the constant
and repetitive overuse of your hands
and arms throughout the work day,
the condition rarely goes away. If you
were allowed to rest on your job that
would help but it is not what really
happens. Many people feel better
after the weekend as they might rest
but as soon as you start up again on
the job the problem occurs.
In the workers’ compensation

world, these type of claims can be
brought against your employer so
that you can get medical care for the
condition. You are also allowed to
receiver benefits if you miss work and
even some benefits if you ultimately
have permanent problems. This is the
same as a specific work injury claim.
The hardest part of bringing these
type of claims and the most likely
way to lose your rights is knowing
when or how to report the problem.
The law was changed in 2005 to make
the employee less likely to succeed in
these types of claims by allowing the
employer to get out of responsibility
unless you follow a specific procedure
in a limited time for purposes of
notification. I will explain this in
detail so that you can make sure you
do not waive your rights.
The law is clear that you must
provide notice to your employer of
an occupational disease such as
carpal tunnel, tendinitis or tennis
elbow within 30 days that you knew
or should have known it was a work
related issue. This makes it difficult
on knowing exactly when the 30 days
starts. The way to best handle this
situation is to report the problem to
your employer or supervisor within
30 days of receiving a diagnosis of
your condition by a medical doctor.
While the doctor may not tell you it is

work related, it would seem that your
best chance of satisfying the 30 day
requirement is to at least tell your
employer of the diagnosis. There is
some room to argue that the 30 days
does not start until a doctor actually
tells you that it is work related but
I would encourage you not to chance
that situation. Obviously if the doctor
implies or tells you it is work related
the 30 days start. I have seen denials
31 days after diagnosis and this can
be hard to overcome. The law is not
good for the employee if he/she is late
on the reporting requirement.
This 30 day reporting requirement
has caused many issues for
employees. It is important to make
sure you tell everyone you work with
about this rule. Otherwise they could
be denied under the law and have
problems getting medical care under
their own insurance. It is my goal to
make sure that no one is left without
care and with this knowledge, you
can also help.
If you have any questions on this
issue, please feel free to call or email.
					
Michael Goldberg
					
1800-481-2891
					
Mcgoldberg@sbcglobal.net

Human Rights Conference 2014
By Virginia Anderson-Dunbar, Treasurer/ Chair CWA National Women’s Committee

This year the National Women and
Civil Rights and Equity Committees
held its first combined conference
ever. The conference took place June
8th through June 11th, 2014. The
setting was at the Tropicana Las
Vegas Casino Hotel Resort, in Las
Vegas, Nevada.
Even though the agendas read
2014 CWA Joint “Human Rights
Conference” we are two (2) individual
Committees and will work to keep
separate identities.
The Conference theme: Always
Moving Forward, Never Moving
Backward
Along with the opening session on
August 2014

June 8th was a reception/hospitality,
on Monday after the general session the
workshop include T.E.A.M. (Together
Everyone Accomplishes More), WorkLife Balance, LPWF, Loud &Proud,
Bullying & Violence, Silver Fox
Revolution
(retiree
mobilization/
advocacy), Diversity, and Recognize
Your Power as A Leader, Tired of
Getting $crewed/Paycheck Inequality.
The Plenary at the beginning and end
of conference included topics such as
Next Generation, You are the U =
You-nity and Building a Movement
with Strategic Partners.
The two Committees and Staff made
every attempt to put together a joint

“Conference” that would be beneficial
not only for the Union Representative
in attendance but giving them useful
information to take back to their
Locals and share all of our members
no matter which Company or Sector
you are employed by. The Conference
was well attended with approx. 350
attendees. All thought there were only
129 surveys filled out overall everyone
said it was a “great conference” There
were suggestions and comments, and
base of the results of the surveys.
Quality of Speakers ranked highest at
97.48%, Usefulness, Effectiveness and
Quality of Presentation all tied second
place at 96.64%.
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COPE Awards

Thank You! Lets Keep it Going!
I would like to take this time
to thank all of our members who
support C.OP.E. COMMITTEE
ON POLITICAL EDUCATION.
We at CWA local 6300 take
great pride in our legislative
accomplishments
and
in
supporting the legislators who
follow through when they tell
us they will stand with labor.
Without the members donations
these politicians might never
be able to run for any positions
due to the cost. The politicians
that oppose workers’ rights and
wages have a lot more financial
support from corporations, we
can not compete solely with

By Legislative Committee

monetary donations; we also
offer and assist these candidates
by doing the hard work for them.
This means going to the streets
and knocking on doors asking
our brothers and sisters in the
labor movement to support these
candidates or taking the time to
call people and let them know
why there votes are so important
to our cause. It’s as plain as this
“we the working class” are going
to outwork the rich corporations
and millionaires to keep what
we have fought for year after
year. We may lose some ground
but never without a battle. You
are the ones keeping this going

Cope Awards

Scholarship Winners

Gold Members

L-R John Arellano, Steward,
Thomas Arellano, Scholarship
Winner, Mike Mehringer, President

Platinum Members
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by supporting our cause with
donations of money and time. We
at local 6300 are well regarded
by most of the politicians in
Missouri and federal government
positions due to the hard work of
our legislative committee and our
members commitment of support
AGAIN THANK YOU. Now as
always we will be phone banking
and door knocking for some of
these candidates soon. Please
contact the legislative committee
or local if you can help. It is up
to us to get the right candidates
in office then it is up to the
candidates to follow through on
their promises made.

L-R Jim Kolve, member, Brittany
Kolve, Scholarship Winner, Mike
Mehringer, President
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Scholarship Winners

L-R Barry Vandiver, Steward,
Dylan Vandiver, Scholarship
Winner, Mike Mehringer,
President

One Women’s Opinion on Hobby Lobby

By Sonja Gholston-Byrd, President St. Louis Chapter Coalition of Labor Union Women
After reading various articles since
the Supreme Court decision in the
Hobby Lobby case was announced
complicity is and was the questionable
and determining factor for the
SCOTUS conclusion. I believe if the
question was asked of Hobby Lobby
“Do you think that it is wrong to
provide health insurance?” I’m sure
their response would be “No, however
to provide contraceptives due to
“their” religious beliefs this would be
a sin.” Hobby Lobby based its case on
the ruling of Thomas v. Review Board
(1981). Thomas worked in Machinery
Company that produces tank turrets.
Thomas refused to work on military
tank production due to his religious
beliefs and was terminated. When
Thomas’ unemployment claims were
denied by the company the matter
was decided by the Indiana Supreme
Court in Thomas’ favor. This was due
to Thomas’ beliefs that making steel
that would go into a tank was in itself
sinful act - complicity with sin. The
argument before the court was that
this logic applies to the Green family
(owners of Hobby Lobby). However
I would like to offer a different view
of Hobby Lobby and their actions of
the few years while reminding you
that the employees’ daily work offers
no immoral, unethical or detrimental
value to community or workers as
Hobby Lobby is a highly profitable
August 2014

retail chain that sells arts and crafts
to its patrons. On the softer side
of things, the Green family has no
moral objection to the use of 16 of 20
preventive contraceptives (although
emergency contraceptive pills Plan
B and Ella and copper and hormonal
intrauterine device are excluded from
it’s medical coverage plans) required
in the Affordable Care Act mandate
and they will continue to provide
those contraceptives for its employees.
Documents filed with the Department
of Labor in December 2012 – three
months after the company’s owner filed
their lawsuit – show that the Hobby
Lobby 401(k) employee retirement
plan held more $73 million in mutual
funds with investment in companies
that produce emergency contraceptive
pills, intrauterine devices and
drugs commonly used in abortions.
Hobby Lobby made large matching
contribution to their companysponsored 401(k). In a brief filed with
the Supreme Court, the Greens object
to covering Plan B, Ella, and IUDs
because they claim that these products
can prevent a fertilized egg from
implanting in a woman’s uterus—a
process the Greens consider abortion.
But researchers reject the notion that
emergency contraceptive pills prevent
implantation the implantation of a
fertilized egg. Instead, they work
by delaying ovulation or making it

harder for sperm to swim to the egg.
The Green’s contention that the pills
cause abortions is a central pillar
of their argument for gutting the
contraception mandate. Yet, for years,
Hobby Lobby’s health insurance plans
did cover Plan B and Ella. It was only
in 2012, when the Greens considered
filing a lawsuit against the Affordable
Care Act mandate, that they dropped
these drugs from the plan. It is
certainly a point of extreme irony that
the owners of Hobby Lobby believe
it sinful to provide their employees
with these medications yet take the
profits from their investments in
the Companies that produce them. I
believe the Green’s personally have
right to their religious beliefs, but
I also believe they have a corporate
responsibility under the law, to
abide by the provisions set forth in
the Affordable Care Act. I think this
is just another case of intrusion into
women’s reproductive rights. I think if
it starts here with this decision where
else might it lead? What if a Corporate
Leader determines it is against their
beliefs that visiting a doctor is a sinful
act? Does that remove the employer
from their obligation to provide
healthcare coverage? I believe this
decision may just be the beginning of
an effort to overturn the Affordable
Care Act and that truly may be the
biggest sin of all.
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Next Meetings:
August 20
September 17

Good & Welfare
Continous Service Awards
Theodore Klages 50 years

Marcella Beers 25 years

Retiring
Charles Vander Pluym
Joanne Meyer
Norman Smith
James Hanner

12/30/13
01/31/14
04/30/14
05/30/14

Members’ Losses
Norma Ambus
Jack Harms
Victoria Hogue
Natasha Jones
Sharon King
Greg Stevens

Father
Mother
Father
Grandmother
Brother
Mother

L-R Theodore Klages Recieving 50
year pin from John Ebeling, Vice
President and Mike Mehringer,
President

L-R Marcella Beers Receiving 25
year pin from John Ebeling, Vice
President and Mike Mehringer
President

Congratulations VW Workers in Tennessee
Workers at the Volkswagen plant in Chattanooga, Tennessee,
are joining UAW Local 42.

2014 Labor Day Parade
Monday September 1, 9AM
Line up starts at 7am

We Invite all CWA Members and Family to walk with us
in the Labor Day Parade, Downtown St. Louis

Hunter

Education Course

November 1 or November 1
12:30pm to 4:30pm
8am to 12pm

No Fees!

Materials Provided
Held at CWA Local 6300
2258 Grissom Drive,
St. Louis, 63146

This year’s theme is “ Unions Built This City!”
Greater St. Louis CWA Council will provide hot
dogs andrefreshments. First 200 participants
receive a free T-shirt
Visit www.cwa6300.org for more information and line-up location
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• This is a certification course
• 11 years and older
• Birth certificate required
• Class size is limited
• Reservations are required

636-441-4554

or Sign up at:
http://my.register-ed.com/events/view/49342
August 2014
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Retirees Meeting July 14, 2014

Retiree Meetings
August 11
& September 8

Meeting 11:30 / Lunch 12:00
Meeting Location
2258 Grissom Dr.

$12 charge per person.
Bring a guest but make
reservations:
Bob Huss - 636-947-4299
BHuss6350@sbcglobal.net

Earline Jones 355-6860
Nellie Girouard
314-739-0317
Nancy Jinkerson
314-809-3264

The meeting was called to order
by President Bob Huss. Bob said a
prayer and led everyone in the Pledge
of Allegiance to our flag.
A moment of silence was held for
deceased members Art Breidenbach,
Edward Payne, James Vincent Cox,
Rebecca (Becky) Woolverton, Elmer
J. Stokes and Sharon Bowler.
Bob welcomed any new members
and those attending for the first time.
Nancy Jinkerson read the minutes
of the June meeting and announced
the lunch menu. With no corrections
or additions, a motion was made,
seconded and passed to approve the
minutes as read.
Nellie Girouard gave the Treasurer’s
report. A motion was made, seconded
and passed to approve the report as
presented.
Vice President Earline Jones spoke
about Amendment No. 1, aka the
“Right to Farm” bill. It will be on the
ballot August 5th. It would be more
advantageous to corporate farms. We
need to vote against this bill.

Attention AT&T Medicare Eligible Retirees
In July, the AON Retiree
Health Exchange will start
with Education Calls. If
you have not heard from
AON and are 65 years of
age or older please call
and inquire about your
eligibility to participate in
this exchange. If you retired
before September 1, 1992
you should be allowed to
keep your current benefits
as they exist today. If you
are not sure when your
Education
Appointment,
need to reschedule, or
have not confirmed your
appointment please call
AON
at
800-928-8027.
From
the
information
we
were
given
this
August 2014

Education
Appointment
is an important part of
the process and unless
you have confirmed your
appointment
they
will
not attempt to call you
which may jeopardize your
ability to enroll in the new
benefit plan for 2015. Also,
we have learned that the
mailing which has your
Education
Appointment
on it also states that this
is
an
“advertisement”.
In the future to avoid
any confusion I would
recommend that you open
and read all correspondence
from AON. We will put
forth more information as
we receive it.

President Bob Huss spoke about
AON. He got feedback from one of
the members who shared the details
of his first call from AON. There will
be another call to him on November
17th.
Other members shared
information about their calls. They
were given information about their
HRA accounts. Bob suggested that
everyone ask questions about any of
their concerns.
Nancy Jinkerson said she was told
that she could call ahead of time with
a list of medications and doctors.It
will save time on the later enrollment
call.
The monthly birthday cake was
won by Shirley Lahey.
A drawing was held and monies
were given out as prizes. Also the
White Elephant items were chosen by
winners of the drawings.
Bob told a joke and a motion
was made, seconded and passed to
adjourn.
Bingo was played after the meeting.

Benefit Representative
Phone Line Issues
Attention All Retirees
using the Retiree Benefit
Representative Line
We have been experiencing
some technical difficulties
with the Retiree Benefit
Representative telephone line
in the last week. If you have
tried to reach us and failed we
ask that you try again. If you
have left a message and did
not get a return call, please
try again. We apologize for
any difficulties this may have
caused you and believe this
issue has been cleared up.
The number for the CWA
District 6 Retiree Benefit
Representative is.

314-965-9024
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CWA Womens Committee presents

Trivia Night
Fundraiser

October 11, 2014
at CWA Local 6300, 2258 Grissom Drive
doors open 5pm, begins at 6pm

Price includes soda • BYOB

$100 per table of eight or $15 per
person which includes:
$200 For The First Place • 50/50 &
Baskets Raffles • Silent Auction

Prize for the Best Decorated Table Spaces
This event will fill up quickly, call to make

reservations
contact the Local at 314.991.0200

CWA Community Services
Golf Tournament
4 Man Scramble
$70 Per Person
Every Paid Golfer Receives
A Gift Certificate
For Free Round Of Golf

Emerald Greens

12385 Larimore Rd.
St. Louis, MO 63138

September 20
1pm Shotgun Start
Longest Drive, Closest to the
Pin, & Attendance Prizes
No Jeans Allowed

Dinner & All Beverages Included:
Beer, Soda, Water

